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Les patrons de découpe des chaussures étaient cer-
tainement le secret le mieux gardé par les anciens cor-
donniers. Transmis oralement du maître à l’apprenti, 
ils n’étaient jamais couchés sur le papier. Après vingt 
ans de recherche, ils sont enfin décryptés par Marquita 
Volken. En utilisant les connaissances pratiques et les 
techniques de recherche développées par Olaf  Gou-
bitz, Carol van Driel-Murray et Willy Groenmann-van 
Waateringe, elle a identifié les dix-sept plans de coupe 
utilisés par les cordonniers. Plus de quatre cent types 
de chaussures sont ainsi présentés selon un ordre 
chronologique, depuis la Préhistoire jusqu’au début de 
l’époque Moderne.

Ce guide complet sur les anciennes chaussures euro-
péennes est richement illustré par de nombreux dessins 
originaux, des photographies d’objets archéologiques 
et des reconstructions contemporaines de chaussures 
anciennes. Un catalogue présente chaque style de 
chaussure avec les patrons de découpe utilisés, une de-
scription concise et une liste complète des exemples 
publiés. Ce volume comprend également une courte 
histoire de études en calcéologie, une présentation des 
méthodes de recherche utilisées et un aperçu de la fab-
rication actuelle de chaussure selon les techniques de 
l’époque.

Marquita Volken, docteur en archéologie, est égale-
ment diplômée en philosophie, histoire de l’art et 
beaux-arts. Elle est auteur et co-auteur de plus de 70 
articles et contributions sur les cuirs archéologiques 
en provenance de Suisse, des Pays-Bas, d’Autriche, 
d’Allemagne et de France. 

Das Wissen, wie man das Schnittmuster eines Schuhes 
erstellt, war wohl eines der bestgehüteten Geheimnisse 
altmeisterlichen Schuhhandwerks. Dieses Fachwissen 
wurde über Generationen hinweg weitergegeben, je-
doch nie aufgeschrieben. Nun, nach 
zwanzigjähriger Forschung, sind die Grundlagen früh-
erer Schnittmuster neu entschlüsselt worden. Marquita 
Volken vereint praktische Kenntnisse der Schuhrekon-
struktion mit wissenschaftlichen Methoden, die durch 
Olaf  Goubitz, Carol van Driel-Murray und Willy 
Groenmann-van Waateringe entwickelt wurden. Sie 
war in der Lage, 17 Grundregeln der Schnittmusterher-
stellung zu entschlüsseln. Über 400 Stile von Schuhen 
aus der Vorgeschichte, der Antike, dem Mittelalter und 
der frühen Neuzeit sind in diesem Werk beschrieben.
 
Dieser verständliche Führer für archäologische Schuh-
funde Europas ist mit Zeichnungen originaler Frag-
mente und Abbildungen diverser Rekonstruktionen re-
ich illustriert. Ein Katalog identifiziert und beschreibt 
jeden der über 400 Stile mit dazu passenden Schnitt-
mustern und einer vollständigen Liste der publizierten 
Beispiele. Das Werk umfasst auch eine kurze Forschun-
gsgeschichte der archäologischen Schuhkunde, ihren 
Vorgehensweisen und Methoden und eine Übersicht 
über die verschiedenen Arten von Konstruktionsweis-
en archäologischer Lederschuhe.
 
Die Autorin: Marquita Volken besitzt  Abschlüsse 
in Philosophie, Kunstgeschichte und angewandter 
Kunst, sowie einen Doktortitel in Archäologie. Sie Ist 
Autorin und Co-Autorin von über 70 wissenschaftli-
chen Artikeln und Buchbeiträgen über archäologis-
che Lederfunden aus der Schweiz, den Niederlanden, 
Deutschland, Österreich und Frankreich.
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ArchAeologicAl FootweAr
Development of  shoe patterns and styles from Prehistory

 till the 1600’s 

The knowledge of  how to make a shoe pattern 
was certainly the ancient shoemaker’s most close-
ly guarded secret, passed from master to appren-
tice but never written down. 

Now, after 20 years of  research, the principles 
for making ancient shoe patterns have been re-
discovered. 

To be ordered from:
www.spa-uitgevers.nl
www.oxbowbooks.com

ISBN/EAN: 978-90-8932-117-6
Price: € 59,50

Hardcover, 408 pp. richly illustrated.
Catalogue of  400 examples of  
specific cutting patterns; index.

€ 59,50



This comprehensive guide to European archaeological 
footwear is richly illustrated with drawings and photo-
graphs of  archaeological leather shoe finds and shoe 
reconstructions. A catalogue presents each named shoe 
style along with the cutting patterns used, a concise de-
scription and a full list of  the published examples. The 
volume also includes a short history of  calceological 
studies, case studies, the fundamental research methods 
and an overview of  shoe sole/upper constructions for 
archaeological leather shoes. 
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Marquita Volken uses the practical knowledge and re-
search techniques developed by Olaf  Goubitz in com-
bination with the methods established by Carol van 
Driel-Murray and Willy Groenmann-van Waateringe to 
identify the 17 basic types of  cutting patterns used for 
archaeological leather footwear. Over 400 named shoe 
styles are identified and presented within a chronological 
framework covering Prehistory, the Roman period, the 
Middle Ages and the early modern times. 
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About the author: Marquita Volken holds degrees in 
philosophy, art history, fine art, and a doctorate degree 
in archaeology. She is the author and co-author of  over 
70 articles and book contributions about archaeological 
leather finds from Switzerland, The Netherlands, Austria, 
Germany, and France. 
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and pointed toe is shaped like a ‘W’. The lateral and medial sections sit 

symmetrically on each side of  the centre foot line. The shoe is formed 

by the upper sections folding upwards and held in place by the front 

and back seams, the fastening sits on the top centre foot line. Two 

seams form the toe pocket: the first on the top centre foot line and the 

second around the sole upper margin at the front toe area. The lateral 

front section and toe may have a slight asymmetry to compensate for 

fitting to a right or left foot, this difference insures that the centre 

seam sits directly on the top centre foot line. The centre back seam 

shows a great variety of  seam shapes. Roman carbatinae styles have 

the lace fastening on the centre foot line, early medieval styles use a 

variety of  lace and slot fastening methods, tying either at the instep 

point or at the centre back (Table 12). The final appearance of  the –W 

pattern is an eleventh century recovered leather object from Schleswig 

DE, presumably a leather sole for a footed hose (Schnack 1998: 86). 

The instep line (x) is oriented on the strong direction of  the hide, 

though some tall examples may have the instep line oriented on the 

weak direction of  the hide (Fig 50).

4. 1. 2. Family T (T, Ta)

Consisting of  a single primary cutting pattern and an asymmetri-

cal sub-type, the -T family appears in the archaeological record in the 

late Neolithic period and falls out of  use during the late Iron Age. 

The folded toe principle is similar to the use of  folded and wrapped 

cloth foot coverings. A -T pattern with a sewn toe pocket appears 

among ethnographic footwear from Finland, the origins and age of  

this pattern cannot be determined (Hald 1972: 186). 

PCP: T 
The basic shape of  the -T pattern is a long rectangle with a 

projection at the toe area, making a top heavy upside down ‘T’. The 

centre foot line is symmetrically placed, however, a slight asymmetry 

may be needed for forming right and left shoes. The construction 

principle consists of  the toe extension folding up and back towards 

the instep point to form a toe pocket, no laced pleating, tabbing or 

seams are used to form the toe. The front section is held in shoe 

form through folds and or tucks. The front extension is not sewn in 

place though some gathering tucks on the sides may be present. Most 

styles use centre back seam although an open back section may be 

part of  some medieval and folklore styles. Completion pieces are used 

to make an ankle high shoe with a squared top line. Generally a lace 

fastening is used, placed on the centre foot line. The styles that use the 

-T primary cutting pattern are found in Table 13. The instep line (x) is 

oriented on the strong direction of  the hide (Fig 51).

PCP: Ta
Some -T pattern shoe styles may use an asymmetrical front 

extension. The extension is usually placed slightly to the lateral side 

of  the centre foot line making a more anatomically correct toe pocket. 

The lace fastening sits on the centre foot line and is symmetrically 

placed. Styles are listed in Table 14. The instep line (x) is oriented on 

the strong direction of  the hide (Fig 52).

by the front sections being gathered up over the toe, using pleating, 

tabs, or loops with a lace to maintain the shape, and completed by 

the centre back closing seam. The centre back seam in its simplest 

form is cut straight across the back section, but may use vents and 

shaped cuts to make a variety of  back seam shapes. The lace fastening 

sits on the centre line of  the foot. Ethnographic footwear with the 

-U pattern may also use a small apron sewn to the front lateral and 

medial sections; this feature has yet to be confirmed among prehis-

toric European footwear. The first -U pattern appears during the late 

Neolithic period, but the majority of  the named styles appear in the 

archaeological record from the Bronze Age to the modern period 

(Table 7). Roman styles appear in Table 8 and Mediaeval to modern 

period are listed in Table 9. The instep line (x) is oriented on the 

strong direction of  the hide. (Note: if  the toe section is sewn the PCP 

is a -W or -M). 

PCP: Ua
The -Ua pattern is a sub type of  the -U, in which the lateral 

front and back sections are extended and longer than the medial sec-

tions. This inequality places the reserved sole area asymmetrically in 

relation to the overall leather surface used to make the shoe, hence 

the addition of  ‘a’ for asymmetrical. The wider lateral sections make 

the shoe’s lace fastening panels sit on the medial side of  the top of  

the foot rather than the top centre foot line. The centre back closing 

seam uses the same shapes as for the standard -U pattern. This sub-

type is used only for Roman period carbatinae and taller shoe styles 

like caligae (Table 10). The instep line (x) is oriented on the strong 

direction of  the hide (Fig 48). 

PCP: M
The -M pattern is named after the outline of  the toe area with 

a single vent at the centre foot line. The overall ‘M’ shape is most 

visible in the Roman period patterns using double vents for the centre 

back seam. The medial and lateral sections, plus the reserved sole 

area, are symmetrically placed in relation to the centre foot line, with 

a single small vent at the centre of  the toe tip. The early -M pattern 

uses a design viewpoint from the side or profile view of  the foot with 

only a narrow and unshaped reserved sole area. The construction 

principle relies on folding the lateral and medial sides together with 

the reserved sole area along the fold. The lateral and medial front 

sections are sewn together for the centre toe seam. The second seam 

is at the centre back. Stretching the shoe upper’s sides and the narrow 

reserved sole shapes the sole area. The centre back seam is straight 

for the most primitive shoes, later period shoe styles use vents and 

cuts to make a variety of  centre back seam shapes. When used for 

Prehistoric or Roman carbatinae styles the fastening sits on the centre 

foot line. Early medieval styles use a variety of  lace and slot fasten-

ings, tying either at the instep point or at the centre back. All styles 

are listed in Table 11. The instep line (x) is oriented on the strong 

direction of  the hide (Fig 49). 

PCP: W
The -W pattern appears to be a further development of  the -M 

pattern by using two vents at the toe. The outline of  the double vents 

Figure 48. The -Ua primary cutting pattern.

Figure 49. The -M primary cutting pattern.

Figure 50. The -W primary cutting pattern.

Figure 51. The -T primary cutting pattern.

Figure 52. The -Ta primary cutting pattern.
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PCP: Y
The -B group includes a hybrid pattern: -Y. The overall shape looks much the same as the -Ba pattern but the integral sole area is di-vided into three parts, which are sewn together in a longitudinal seam under the foot. The lateral half  of  the sole area is contiguous with the upper sections, the front medial part of  the sole area is contained in the medial section of  the front upper and the medial back part of  the sole is included with the back section extension. The upper components are arranged the same as separately soled primary cutting patterns, indicated in parenthesis after the -Y primary cutting pattern designation. The closing seam is on the medial side of  the shoe and includes part of  the reserved sole area. The final seam joins the two halves of  the reserved sole areas at the centre foot line. The -Y pattern has only been identified for three styles from the Middle Ages (see Table 17). The instep line (x) is oriented on the strong direction of  the hide (Fig 55).

4. 2. Hybrid cutting patterns (PCP: -Y, -Wd, -Jd, -Vvd).
Hybrid patterns combine elements of  both separate and inte-gral soled footwear. The upper sections have the basic separate sole organisation but with an integral sole, divided into disconnected parts, found along the exterior borders of  the main pattern rather than the centre of  the interior of  the pattern shape as with integral soled pat-terns. The instep point and shoe opening are at the centre of  the shoe pattern. This is the inverse of  the integral soled patterns with the reserved sole area as the centre. The hybrid patterns are presented as if  the leather was grain side up like the separate soled patterns but with the reserved sole areas included. Hybrid patterns appear in the European archaeological record during the early Middle Ages. Among the shoe styles using the hybrid patterns, Coptic styles are included as they are the earliest known examples and may have been the inspira-tion for European hybrid cutting patterns and shoe styles. The use of  a drop shaped half  sole and partial integral sole areas could theoretically be applied to many primary cutting patterns, but is as of  yet rarely attested among archaeological recovered leather footwear. The earliest appearance of  the teardrop shaped sole is not on leather footwear but a textile piece on the footed woollen trousers from the votive deposits at the Torsbjerg bog DE (Schlabow 1976: 76-77). The earliest examples of  teardrop soles used for leather shoes  in Europe date from the sixth century AD (see Chapter 5, Styles and Chronology Diagram no. 13). The final appearance of  teardrop shaped soles is at Haithabu DE (Groenman-van Waateringe 1984: Taf. 15. 6) and Charavines FR, a farmstead abandoned around AD 1040 (Colardelle/Verdel 1993: 371). Most examples of  styles using a drop shaped sole employ it at the shoe’s back, under the heel of  the foot, but a tenth century recovered shoe from Wroclaw PO (Fig. 56) was used it for the front part of  the sole (Kazmiercyzyk et al. 1979: 170, Fig 44). All of  the named styles for the hybrid patterns are listed in Table 18.

4. 1. 3. Family B (B, Ba, Y)

The first -B primary cutting patterns appear in the archaeological record during the Iron Age. It is absent during the greater part of  the Roman period, reappearing only towards the end of  the Empire and continuing through to the early Middle Ages. The overall shape of  the standard -B pattern can be seen as a main piece with a hook shaped exten-sion for the toe upper placed off  to one side. Each primary cutting pat-tern in the family uses a variation of  the construction principle in which the hook shaped front extension of  the upper is folded over from one side of  the reserved sole area and sewn around the toe at the sole/upper margin to the other side of  the sole area. The front extension can fold over either from the medial or lateral side of  the shoe. Three fragmented recovered examples, which the missing fastenings exclude them from the named styles, deserve mention. The first is from Hallstatt AT, consisting of  only the front half  of  the shoe with a medial fold over extension (Barth 1992: Taf. 3). A second example, also the front half  of  a shoe frag-ment, recovered in the excavation of  a late eighth to ninth century water mill in Dasing DE, has a lateral fold for the front part, a short decorative centre seam and a short pointed toe that curls to the lateral side (Czysz 1998: 37). The third example from High Ousegate at York GB, has the back and middle sections cut off, but the medial fold is visible (Macnab/McComish 2002: SF00006). Variants on the -B cutting pattern can also be found among the Native American moccasin patterns.
PCP: B

The profile of  the rounded toe shape and the reserved sole of  the toe resemble the twin bellies of  a capital B. The -B pattern has the reserved sole area placed symmetrically on the centre foot line with the back lateral and medial sections on each side; the back is closed with a centre back seam. Around the front part of  the reserved sole is a thin margin, part of  the lateral and medial front sections. The front upper sections are placed completely to one side of  the centre foot line. The construction principle for the -B pattern is based on the technique of  folding over the front of  the upper (contiguous lateral and medial front sections) and sewing it to the reserved sole’s toe area. A distinction is made between the shoe styles where the fold is on the medial or lateral side of  the foot (as seen in the -B icon), which changes the medial/lateral location of  the front upper’s section and the joining seam. The named styles are listed in Table 15. The instep line (x) is oriented on the strong direction of  the hide (Fig 53).
PCP: Ba

The -Ba (asymmetrical) pattern variation has the entire upper placed on the lateral or medial side of  the reserved sole section. The arrange-ment of  the upper sections can be further identified by a separately soled pattern since the -Ba pattern is essentially a separate soled pattern with an integral sole contiguous with the either the lateral or medial section of  the shoe upper pattern. The separate soled pattern used in conjunction with the -Ba pattern is included in parentheses after the letter code. Only -J, -L and -V patterns have been identified in use with the -Ba pattern, despite the fact that others could, in principle, be used. The -Ba pattern was used during late Roman period, Late Antiquity and early Middle Ages (Table 16). The instep line (x) is oriented on the strong direction of  the hide (Fig 54).

Figure 53. The -B primary cutting pattern.

Figure 54. The -Ba primary cutting pattern.

Figure 55. The -Y primary cutting pattern.

Figure 56. A -Jd hybrid pattern from Wroclaw using a drop shaped sole on the front half  of  the shoe, redrawn from in situ fragments, not to scale (after Kazmiercyzyk 1979).
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Catalogue number: 2.29 Style and chronology diagram: 12

Sources:
Arnitlund DK, Hald 1972, pp. 44-46, Þgs. 40-41

Description: Date:  V A   to  VI B

Lace fastening starting from toe. Pointed tabbed toe, first half
of middle with diamond shaped cut out loops and lace hole,
second half of middle to back section straight, back section
with secondary lace holes for leg cross gartering lace. Back
seam with double vent.
PCP's used for style : U

Arnitlund  - U
Examples of specific cutting patterns:

Catalogue number: 2.30 Style and chronology diagram: 12

Sources:
Seitingen-Oberßacht DE, Schiek 1992, Taf. 24-A (VI- VII)
Seitingen-Oberßacht DE, Schiek 1992, Taf. 10-C2 (VI- VII)

Description: Date:  VI    to  VII a

Lace fastening starting from the toe. Tabbed toe with two
wide tabs at middle, long narrow tab at back. Centre back
seam with two wide vents and pointed centre, which reaches
to shoe opening. Pair of paired slots as secondary lace holes
on medial and lateral middle, just above the sole/upper
margin.
PCP's used for style : U

Seitingen  - U
Examples of specific cutting patterns:

Catalogue number: 2.31 Style and chronology diagram: 38

Sources:
Wijk NL, Groenman-van Waateringe 1976, p. 192, Abb. 2, no. 13 (VII-IX)

Ireland EI, Lucas 1956, p. 377, Þg. 9, 10 examples

Hoogland, Amersfoort  NL, Goubitz 1997a, p. 434, Þg. 10, STT p. 17, Þg. 3 (XII)

Riga LA, Celmiņš 1998, p. 64, cat. no. 90 (XIII-XIV)

Description: Date:  VIII    to  XIV

Lace fastening starting from middle section. Toe gathered by
short pleats, laces continue over open instep, may cross two
to three times through slit loops before fastening at back.
Centre back seam sewn with thong.
PCP's used for style : U

Hoogland - U
Examples of specific cutting patterns:

Catalogue number: 3.01 Style and chronology diagram: 04

Sources:
Valkenburg NL, Groenman-van Waateringe 1967, p. 137, Þg. 46, no. 91 (ca. AD 40-50)

Valkenburg NL, Groenman-van Waateringe 1967, p. 137, Þg. 49, no. 81-82 (ca. AD 40-50)

Valkenburg NL, Groenman-van Waateringe 1967, p. 137, Þg. 49, no. 90 (ca. AD 40-50)

Valkenburg NL, Groenman-van Waateringe 1967, p. 137, Þg. 49, no. 18 (ca. AD 40-50)

Castleford GB, van Driel-Murray 1998, p. 296, Þg. 129, cat. no. 6 (ca. AD 70-86)

Castleford GB, van Driel-Murray 1998, p. 297, Þg. 130, cat. no. 7 (ca. AD 70-86)

Castleford GB, van Driel-Murray 1998, p. 298, Þg. 131, cat. no. 9 (ca. AD 70-86)

Castleford GB, van Driel-Murray 1998, p. 298, Þg. 131, cat. no. 10 (ca. AD 70-86)

Xanten DE, MŸller 2006, p. 249, Abb. 5, no. 7 (ca. AD 69/70)

Mollins GB, Hanson 1980, p. 46, Þg. 2, nos 1, 3 (ca. AD 95)

Description: Date:  I b   to  I c

Lace fastening starting from toe. Single straps at toe, from
lateral side, middle lateral with three to four tabbed straps,
decorative cut outs along base of tabbed straps and instep
strap, instep strap joined to back section which has two cut
out blocks, top with two split straps, medial side to has single
toe strap, middle has short split tabbed straps, instep strap
joined to back section with two to three cut out blocks. Centre
back seam with double vents.
Style named by van Driel-Murray (2001: 362).
PCP's used for style : Ua

Caliga #3  - Ua
Examples of specific cutting patterns:

Catalogue number: 3.02 Style and chronology diagram: 05

Sources:
London GB, OPT 81-467-483
Houdain-lez-Bavay FR, van Driel-Murray 1992, p. 146, Þg. 4, cat. no. 1 (ca. AD 69-96 )

London GB, Smith 1864, pl. 9, Þg. 2, 4 (BM inv. 1856.0701.1006.a

Vindolanda (Allendale) GB, van Driel-Murray 1993, p. 38, Þg. 16, no. 1 (ca. AD 90-103 )

Vindolanda GB, van Driel-Murray 1993, p. 38, Þg. 16, no. 2 (ca. AD 90-103 )

Cologne DE, Schleiermacher 1982, p. 211, Abb. 15 (I B)

Xanten DE, MŸller 2006, p. 250, Kat. no. 8 (I d)
Newstead GB, Curle 1911, p. 20, no. 6 (ca. AD 120 )

Newstead GB, Curle 1911, pl. 19, nos. 11-12
London GB, Waterer 1976, p. 183, Þg. 300 (II)
London GB, Hald 1972, p. 56, Þg. 50
Vechten NL, Groenman-van Waateringe 1967, p. 140, Þg. 52

London GB, Miller/Rhodes 1980, p. 125, Þg. 70, no. 660 (ca. AD 125)

London GB, Waterer 1976, p. 183, Þg. 301 (ca. AD 120-140)

London GB, Hald 1972, p. 64, Þg. 64, Guildhall Museum No. 14.127

Mainz DE, Gall 1980, inv. no. 4583, child's
Vindolanda GB 2000, van Driel-Murray 1993, pl. 9, offcut no. L813, Offcuts (ca. AD 90-103)

Ribchester GB, Howard-Davis 2000, p. 315, Þg. 99, no. 212, offcuts (ca. AD 117-125)

Ribchester GB, Howard-Davis 2000, p. 315, Þg. 99, no. 238, offcuts (ca. AD 117-125 AD)

Description: Date:  I d   to  II a   c. 70-125 AD

Lace fastening starting from toe to leg front. Toe with one to
three pierced tabs. From lateral toe to back section is a
joined loop panel ending in a final long loop, medial side with
low lace tabs or low joined loops, back section with cut out
grid pattern. Centre back seam uses double vent.
Style identified by van Driel-Murray.
PCP's used for style : Ua
PCP's used for style : Ia

Allendale  - Ua
Examples of specific cutting patterns:

Catalogue number: 3.03 Style and chronology diagram: 05

Sources:
Castleford GB, van Driel-Murray 1998, p. 296, Þg. 129, no. 2 (ca. AD 70- 86)

London GB, Hald 1972, p. 56, Þg. 51 (I-II)
Vindolanda GB, van Driel-Murray 1993, Þg. 16, no. 4 (ca. AD 90-103)

Roomberg NL, van Driel-Murray 2001, Þg. 24, no. 3 (early 2nd century AD)

London GB, Miller/Rhodes 1980, p. 122, Þg. 68, no. 647 (ca. AD 125)

London GB, Miller/Rhodes 1980, p. 124, Þg. 70, no. 661 (ca. AD 125)

London GB, MacConnoran 2001, p. 23, Þg. 20, no. L11 (ca. AD 120-150)

London GB, Shepherd 1998, pp. 126-127, Þg 2, no. 126

Saalburg DE, Busch 1965, Taf. 4, no. 83
Saalburg DE, Busch 1965, Taf. 5, no. 99, 5 point star decoration (ca. 150- 160 *)

London GB, Wardle 2005, p. 72, Þg. 111 (ca. 140-170 AD)

London, Poultry GB, Keily 2011, p. 544, Þg. 402 L6 (ca.  AD 65-95)
Description: Date:  I c   to  II a   c. 70-125 AD

Lace fastening starting from toe. Toe with one to three tabs,
from toe to back section, lateral side with long joined loop
panel with long loop as final on back section, medial side
short joined loop panel with long slit loop as final on back
section.  Centre back seam with double vent. May have
decorative cut out panels at back section and /or other
decorative cut outs.
Style identified by van Driel-Murray.
PCP's used for style : Ua

Castleford  - Ua
Examples of specific cutting patterns:
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Catalogue number: 2.23 Style and chronology diagram: 7

Sources:
Saalburg, Weil DE, Busch 1965, Taf. 5, no. 94, children's size (II-III A)

Description: Date:  II d   to  III aLace fastening starting from toe. Spaced tabbed toe, middle
with decorative cut outs and lace hole on triangular tab, back
with tab. Centre back seam with double vents.PCP's used for style : U

Weil - U

Examples of specific cutting patterns:

Catalogue number: 2.24 Style and chronology diagram: 10

Sources:
Basel CH, Gansser-Burckhardt 1940, Taf. 7, Abb. 1-3Saalburg DE, Busch 1965, Taf. 3, no. 78ab, pair, well 40 (III c *)
Saalburg DE, Busch 1965, Taf. 3, no. 78c,  well 40 (III c *)Saalburg DE, Busch 1965, Taf. 3, no. 41, fragment

Description: Date:  III b   to  III cLace fastening starting from toe. Tabbed toe, middle with cut
out loops, back with loop, may have secondary cut out or
decorative cuts at base of loop, back seam folded or with
double vents.
PCP's used for style : UNote: Basel example has an added nailed sole.

Basel  - U
Examples of specific cutting patterns:

Catalogue number: 2.25 Style and chronology diagram: 10

Sources:
Mainz DE, Göpfrich 1986, p. 33, Abb. 37, no. 30Wesermarsch DE, Marshalleck 1957, p. 260, Taf. 4, no. cUeterson (Aegyptenmoor) DE, Schlabow 1976, p. 33, Abb. 28, Hald 1972, p. 52

Paradiek DE, Hahne 1915-20, Taf. 12, Abb. 2 and 4, pairKl. Feldberg DE, Busch 1965, Taf. 5, no. 100Saalburg DE, Busch 1965, Taf. 4, no. 82Saalburg DE, Busch 1965, Taf. 5, no. 100Saalburg DE, Busch 1965, Taf. 5, no. 101
Description: Date:  III  b   to  III dLace fastening starting from toe. May have plain tabbed toe
or spaced tabbed toe, middle with two or more 3-slit tabs,
back section with loop with secondary cut outs. Centre back
seam with double vents, later examples with single vent.
Children's sized SCP c: tabbed toe, middle with single 3-slit
tab, back section with 3-slit tab. Centre back seam with
double vents or sewn fold.PCP's used for style : U M

Wesermarsch  - U
Examples of specific cutting patterns:

Catalogue number: 2.26 Style and chronology diagram: 10

Sources:
Saalburg DE, Busch 1965, Taf. 4, no. 81, loop at backWiesbaden DE, Busch 1975, p. 331, Abb. 4, no. 1Montmaurin FR, Fouet 1969, pl. 13 (III)London GB, van Driel-Murray 2001, p. 354, Þg 24, no. 6, decorated variant (III d - IV a)

Mainz DE, Göpfrich 1986, p. 33, Abb. 37, no. 29

Description: Date:  III d   to  IV aLace fastening starting from toe. Spaced tabbed toe, middle
with long slit, back with 3-slit tab. Centre back seam with
double vents.
PCP's used for style : U

Montmaurin  - U
Examples of specific cutting patterns:

Catalogue number: 2.27 Style and chronology diagram: 10

Sources:
Amcotts GB, Turner/Rhodes 1992, p. 82, Þg. 5 (III)Lincoln GB, Chitwood 1991, p. 175, Þg. 21.6 (III-IV)Dalton Parlours GB, Mould 1990, p. 232, Þg. 142, no. 3 (III d)

Dalton Parlours GB, Mould 1990, p. 232. Þg. 142, no. 4, fragment (III d)
Dalton Parlours GB, Mould 1990, p. 232, Þg. 142,  no. 10, fragment (III d)
Dalton Parlours GB, Mould 1990, p. 232, Þg. 142,  no. 6, fragment (III d)
London GB, MacConnoran 1982, p. 57, Þg. 36, nos 113 a-b (III)
Rothwell Haigh GB, van Driel Murray 2011, Þg. 11, cat. no. 6-7, decorated, 4 examples (III d)

Description: Date:  III d   to  IV aLace fastening starting from toe. Tabbed toe with small
hooked loop, middle and back as a series of long loops,
centre back seam with double vents. Late examples may
have decorative cuts at back section.PCP's used for style : U

Amcotts  - U
Examples of specific cutting patterns:

Catalogue number: 2.28 Style and chronology diagram: 12

Sources:
Weerdinge NL, Groenman-van Waateringe 2001, p. 386, Þg. 12
Munstersche veld NL, Groenman-van Waateringe 2001, p. 387, Þg. 13 (pair) (V B )
Oberßacht DE, Schiek 1992, Taf. 53, 1-2 (pair) Grab 80, nos. 6-7 (ca. AD 580)
Oberßacht DE, Schiek 1992, Taf. 45, no. 2-3  Grab 78Saint Denis FR, Fleury 1998, p. II-117, no published image (V B )
Kšln DE, Doppelfeld 1980b, p. 350, Abb. 14: f, possible/fragment (VI a)
Lauchheim DE, Banck 1998, p. 120, Þg. 7, possible/fragment (VI a)Description: Date:  V B   to  VILace fastening starting at toe. Curled back tabbed toe, first

half of middle with slit panel and lace hole, second half of
middle straight, raised back section with lace hole and may
have secondary lace holes at back for leg binding lace.
Centre back seam with double vent / pointed heel. Pressed
line decoration often present.PCP's used for style : UNote: ceramic vessels:Pleidelsheim, Koch 2001, Taf. 61, nos. 20-23, not matching

pair. (c. 530-555 AD).Mainz-Hechtsheim, Wieczorek 1996, catalogue VIII. 4. 14.
(First half  6th century AD).

Oberflacht  - U
Examples of specific cutting patterns:


